
FRIENDS OF MUSIC MEETING MINUTES 
12/14/2015 

[ Revision following discussion at 01/11/16 meeting ] 
 
 
In attendance:  
Paula Castner 
Joe McCarthy 
Rachel (Pelchat) Glenister 

Carolyn Mitchell 
Karen Fox 
Kelly Williams 

 
A motion was made to close the 11/9/2015 meeting.  The motion was seconded and passed – all 
in favor. 
 
Review of 11/9/2015 Minutes 
Corrections: None identified 
 
A motion was made to accept the minutes from the 11/9/2015 meeting as is.  The motion was 
seconded and passed – all in favor. 
 
Treasurer’s Report 
Reviewed the reconciliation report for period ending 11/30/15.  
 
A motion was made to accept the treasurer’s report as presented.  The motion was seconded and 
passed – all in favor. 
 
 
OLD BUSINESS 
Holiday Pops Concert – Recap 

Feedback shared that it was a great concert and the kids enjoyed it. The 4pm time slot 
worked out well and remains the preferred show time for future years. Paula brought up 
the possible issue that this was the third concert in a row where not all of the student-
allocated pre-purchased tickets were sold to students as expected. We discussed if this 
was reflective of the nature of the current group of students or another factor in play. No 
decision at meeting, but we need to decide prior to purchase of tickets for spring concert. 
The number of tickets purchased, 51, is based on a full bus, so bus size would not 
change if number of tickets purchased was reduced. We also discussed an issue about 
on-time arrivals for students. There has been a repetitive problem with one of the 
students arriving late and and in one case, not showing up until called. This has forced 
the bus to leave later than planned, but fortunately this time they still arrived before the 
concert started. Rachel will work through the SPED coordinator to make sure this won’t 
happen a third time.  
 

Central Districts – Update (revised) 
Everything went off without a hitch. Joe was happy to report that Evan Daisy and Dan 
Yapp were both accepted, both with all-state recommendations. Evan was accepted for 
both instruments, trombone in Jazz Band and oboe in Concert Band. Chorus member 
Shane LeRoy was also accepted. Congratulations to all three students on their 
accomplishments! Since there are only three students attending, there will be no bus 
required. The concerts are scheduled in January. All-State auditions are scheduled for 
Jan 23rd for Evan and Dan. Joe will drive them. 
 

Chorus Concert – Recap 
Rachel was happy with how her first concert at the school went. She felt it was helpful to 
have Sara Eagan present as a second set of hands behind the scenes. Sara was there 
as faculty advisor of the a capella group that performed at the concert. FOM provided 



pizza for sale, but it accidentally did not get put out at the beginning of intermission, so a 
lot of slices were left unsold. Making the financial situation worse, there was a 
communication mishap, so when Maureen picked up the pizza, she ended up paying full 
price, not the discounted price that Paula had negotiated with Mr Z’s. The final funding 
was almost a break-even situation. We decided to continue the pizza offering for the 
winter band concert and re-assess the value of continuing further for future concerts at 
that time. 
 

Band Concert – Update 
We will continue with the pre-concert pizza sales with same pricing. We will adjust tables 
and Kelly will make a bigger sign to see if that helps sales. Joe will also mention it in his 
pre-concert logistics email to parents. Someone will be tasked with putting the pizza out 
and selling it at intermission. Bolton is scheduled to host, Paula will check with Annette to 
confirm she is set with decorations, volunteers, etc. Final decision is to offer an Olive 
Garden gift card for the raffle. 
 

Senior Citizen Concert – Recap 
Feedback was very positive from all fronts. There were 42 seniors in attendance. The 
vans worked out very well. The only hiccup was that a Study period was scheduled to 
use the auditorium lobby area before we would be able to clean up from lunch – we did 
not properly plan for that. It was not an issue, as Joe was able to relocate them to the 
band room, but something we need to take into account if we repeat the concert and 
lunch in a future year.  
 
Paula’s last minute soup idea was a big hit and too well received... positioned on a table 
between the sandwiches and the salads, it was pretty much gone before the students 
started through the line. The ham salad was not a good seller for the seniors or students, 
but the other finger sandwiches were a good choice. Logistically, the way we served the 
food was too hectic, with line too long and space too short. The students were really 
rushed to eat, visit and get to class. With the seniors sitting down first, tables were filled 
up with seniors before the students even got through the line, so in most cases, we had 
to adjust some seating in order to enable the students to visit with the seniors as 
originally intended. Need to switch things up a bit if we do it again. 
 
We discussed whether we could’ve contained higher capacity of seniors via multiple van 
runs to those towns that had additional demand, but our decision was that the multiple 
van runs wouldn’t work out logistically and we were already maxed out on capacity at 
lunch. 
 
Overall consensus – yes it would be very nice to repeat. Plan to do it again next year, but 
with a few tweaks. FOM received an email from Dr. Graham acknowledging all the 
smiling faces he observed and suggested we make it an annual event. 
 

PAYPAL – Update 
Paula surveyed the music parents and heard back from 10%. Of that number, only two 
parents said they would use the online payment option if we offered it. Summary: at this 
time, there is no justification to take on the work of the extra payment button... dropping it. 
 

End of Year Banquet – Update 
Huge thanks to Nora for pulling everything together! We made the decision to go with 
Devens. Although they were a little more expensive than the other final places we were 
considering, Devens was a better location and had better accessibility for all three towns. 
Pricing quoted, $33pp, includes the service fees, everything – no taxes charged with be 
charged to FOM as a non-profit. The $1500 minimum covers the space rental, so as long 
as we exceed $1500 from the $33 charged per person for food, the rental space fee is 



waived. Paula had the date of the contract moved to 12/16/15 so that it would fall after we 
had a chance to discuss these details at this meeting.  
 
The $33pp gives us a bunch of food options, including mix and match choices from a 
selection of pre-printed menu ideas. Devens can handle food allergy requirements in the 
main meal since it is fully prepared onsite; however, desserts are prepared offsite, so 
they don’t have much control over accommodations. We need to let them know if we 
want to be responsible for bringing in our own desserts or accept the limitations. We 
discussed food options and decided to steer clear of fish choices because of possible 
seafood allergies. We elected to go with Italian pastries for dessert provided by Devens 
instead of any of the other dessert options. Dinner selections should consider dairy-free, 
gluten-free, nut-free and seafood-free requirements. Dress will be semi-formal. We want 
to send out invitations after February break with responses due right before April break.  
 
There are 150 kids in the music department. We decided that FOM will subsidize the 
student prices down to $20 and family members will be charged $35. Joe would like to 
have a DJ or live band and will try calling in some favors to make it happen. Worst case, 
we can have a few of the kids create a playlist and we can use that for music. Paula 
thinks the town video studios have sound equipment we could borrow if we need to resort 
to that backup plan.  
 
A motion was made to for Paula to sign the contract with Devens Conference Center as it 
was described and pay the $350 deposit. The motion was seconded and passed – all in 
favor. 
 

 
 
NEW BUSINESS 
Friends of Arts Campaign 

Ad campaign brought in ~$12k. Proceeds split with Drama and we made for $6063.50 
each organization. During the earlier printing of the ad program for the fall play, someone 
discovered that an ad for Worcester Craft had been paid for, but not designed into the 
program. This was an oversight. They wanted a half-page ad, so an insert was made for 
the choral concert and it was designed into the concert-specific pages for the band 
concert and future ad booklet prints. 
 

All-state Auditions 
Discussed earlier, as part of Central Districts. 
 

2016-2017 Performing Arts Trip 
Every other year, the music department leads a student trip sponsored by FOM. Last 
year, the students traveled to NYC and watched a variety of shows and concerts. In fact, 
the last three trips were all to NYC based on parental feedback, opting for a shorter, less 
expensive trip. We are looking out to April vacation in 2017 for the next trip. Joe and 
Rachel have been discussing the upcoming trip opportunity and stated they would like 
the next trip to contain a performance component in addition to the observational 
opportunities. NYC could still be a backup if a short trip is required by the parents, but the 
performance opportunities would be limiting. Heritage Music Festivals are located in a 
variety of locales and would give the kids both types of experiences. They also discussed 
wanting to get down to Disney with the kids sometime. Those trips include clinics, live 
recording opportunities, parades, etc. Joe recommended working with Doug Bennett 
travel company as he has worked with them in the past and gives them high praise. He 
specializes in educational trips. Paula also felt that working with Suburban has been a 
positive experience for the NYC trips, and she would work with them again. Paula will do 
some initial investigation with both companies, as well as investigation with Heritage 
Music Festivals to see what kind of pricing ballpark they can provide. We discussed 



options such as NYC, Philadelphia, Montreal and Disney. Once we can narrow down a 
few options, Paula will send a survey / questionnaire to the music parents trying to gauge 
interest level for the various options. 
 

Funding Requests 
There were none raised this meeting 

 
 
ITEMS FROM THE FLOOR 
Karen mentioned that she has a medical procedure scheduled for the day of the April meeting 
and will be unable to attend. Someone will need to play secretary for that date. 
 
On behalf of Friends of Music, we would like to extend our congratulations to Rachel and Nate on 
their recent marriage. A gift of a frame and gift card was presented to Rachel from FOM. 
 
 
NEXT MEETING 
The 12/14/2015 meeting was continued to next meeting date, 1/11/2016. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Karen Fox, Secretary 
 


